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Letters to My Daughter ( Alice ) Writing Journal
Use this journal to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments throughout
your son's childhood while they are still clear in your mind. Write letters to your
son on a regular basis. 6 x 9" inches Softcover Journal Book 128 Inside Pages(64
Sheets) Lined on Both Sides with cute mermaid pattern So cute and small it can
easily fit in your purse or backpack Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing
with pen, pencil, or any writing utensil of your choice Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter.

Letters to My Daughters
A collection of wisdom and life lessons, from the beloved and bestselling author of I
KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS 'A brilliant writer, a fierce friend and a truly
phenomenal woman' BARACK OBAMA Dedicated to the daughter she never had but
sees all around her, Letter to my Daughter reveals Maya Angelou's path to living
well and living a life with meaning. Told in her own inimitable style, this book
transcends genres and categories: it's part guidebook, part memoir, part poetry and pure delight. 'She moved through the world with unshakeable calm,
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confidence and a fierce grace . . . She will always be the rainbow in my clouds'
OPRAH WINFREY 'She was important in so many ways. She launched African
American women writing in the United States. She was generous to a fault. She
had nineteen talents - used ten. And was a real original. There is no duplicate' TONI
MORRISON

Letter to My Daughter
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Milena ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Milena or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Milena's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Letters to You
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In this courageous memoir, Fawzia Koofi, Afghanistan's most popular female
politician, gives us her first-hand account of Afghan history through the rule of the
Mujahedeen and Taliban, her experiences of the Afghanistan War, and the effects
of these events on the lives of women in Afghanistan. In writing Letters to My
Daughters, Fawzia has created a fresh take on Afghan society and Islam, and a
gripping account of a life lived under the most harrowing of circumstances. Fawzia
is the nineteenth child of twenty-three in a family with seven wives. Her father was
an incorruptible politician strongly attached to Afghan tradition. When he was
murdered by the Mujahedeen, Fawzia's illiterate mother escaped with her children
and decided to send the ten-year-old Fawzia to school. As the civil war raged,
Fawzia dodged bullets and snipers to attend class, determined to be the first
person in her family to receive an education. Fawzia went on to marry a man she
loved, and they had two cherished daughters, Shohra and Shaharzad. Sadly, the
arrival of the Taliban spelled an end to Fawzia's freedom. Outraged and deeply
saddened by the injustice she saw around her, and by the tainting of her Islamic
faith, she discovered politics for herself, following in her father's footsteps.
Tragically, this choice has lead to security threats to her life by Islamic extremists.
Thus, Letters to My Daughters is not only a record of her life, but also acts as a
literal letter through which Fawzia can pass on her wisdom about justice and
dignity to her daughters, not knowing for how long she will survive such attacks.

Letters to My Daughter ( Fiona ) Writing Journal
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Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Alice ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Alice or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Alice's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Dear Siena
In this tender, beautiful letter to his daughters, President Barack Obama has
written a moving tribute to thirteen groundbreaking Americans and the ideals that
have shaped his nation. From the artistry of Georgia O'Keeffe, to the courage of
Jackie Robinson, to the patriotism of George Washington, President Obama sees
the traits of these heroes within his own children, and within all children.
Breathtaking, evocative illustrations by award-winning artist Loren Long at once
capture the personalities and achievements of these great Americans and the
innocence and promise of childhood. This beautiful book celebrates the
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characteristics that unite all Americans, from the nation's founders to generations
to come. It is about the potential within each of us to pursue our dreams and forge
our own paths.

Dear Mr. You
** THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER ** 'Uplifting and magical' Cathy Kelly 'Warm,
intelligent and brilliant' Marian Keyes 'A beautiful book by an exceptional author lose yourself in her wonderful writing' Sinead Moriarty Some books are guaranteed
to break your heart - and put it back together again. Letters to my Daughters is
one of those wonderful books. From the inspirational, beloved Emma Hannigan.
Throughout their lives, the three Brady sisters have always been closer to their
nanny May than to their own mother, Martha a busy midwife. May always thought
of them as her daughters so when she dies suddenly, the sisters are left
devastated -- especially when they learn that letters intended for them from May
with final words of advice and love have gone missing. But what words of advice
could the sisters need? Beatrice, owner of exclusive wedding boutiques, is busy
and fulfilled. Rose has a beautiful daughter, a luxurious home and a thriving
interiors company. And Jeannie, married to a wealthy plastic surgeon in L.A., wants
for nothing. Except that each of the sisters carries a secret As they gather for the
reading of May's will in Dublin, they must face some life-changing decisions. Will
they ever learn the words of advice May had for them and discover who took the
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letters? Letters to my Daughters is the spellbinding story about the complicated
bonds between women - daughters, mothers, sisters - and how love and happiness
comes in many guises.

Letters to My Daughter in Heaven
Looking to write thoughtful messages, advice, memories, and love letters to your
baby girl as she grows?Letters to my Daughter is the perfect baby keepsake gift
from a mother to daughter to write sweet letters to her little ones. Offers parents,
especially from mom to daughter, a unique way to send love, support, and advice
to a girl of any age.Use this lined journal book to capture all of the moving, proud
or funny moments throughout your daughters childhood while they are still clear in
your mind. Write a personal letter to your daughter on a regular basis to share
memories, love, and words of wisdom.One idea is to make writing a letter to your
daughter an annual tradition where you write a letter every year on her birthday.
Or write your thoughts for your baby girl on a regular basis as you watch her
grow.Makes the perfect, personal gift for any parent, baby shower gifts, 1st
birthday gifts, new births, birthday party gifts, a mom to be gift, or any other
occasion that is special for celebrating your daughter.What special messages
would you want to share with your baby daughter?JOURNAL FEATURES: * 6"×9"
Softcover Journal Cover * Lined pages in the interior * Can be used as a personal
diary, writing journal, or to record your personal thoughts, goals, and things to
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remember. * A convenient and perfect size to easily fit in your purse or backpack. *
Features the words "Letters to my Daughter" on the elegant cover. * Makes the
perfect, personal gift for any parent, baby shower gifts, 1st birthday gifts, new
births, birthday party gifts, a mom to be gift, or any other occasion that is special
for celebrating your daughter.

Letters to My Daughter as I Watch You Grow
One of the hardest thing in a person's live is to lose a Daughter, a light in your life
that no more linger in it. Journaling can reduce stress, mental illness, improve
sleep, also can help you clear your head, make important connections between
thoughts amd feelings. write down what you wanted to say to your own Daughter
but can't say it unfortunately. 110 pages 6"x9" White-color paper Matte Finish
Cover for an elegant look and feel Are you looking for a Unique Grief Journal ? Then
click on our brand and check more custom options and top designs in our shop!

Letters to My Daughter
This keepsake book of twelve prompted letters offers parents a unique way to send
love, support, and advice to a daughter of any age. Once filled out, sealed, and
postdated, these letters will become a personalized gift that she'll treasure for
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years to come.

Letters To My Daughter's Killer
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Camila ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Camila or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Camila's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughters
FATHER TO DAUGHTER JOURNAL - 6" x 9" - 125 PAGES CREAM PAPER- FOR
FATHERS TO WRITE LETTERS & NOTES TO THEIR DAUGHTERS - IDEAL GIFT FOR
NEW FATHERS OR FATHERS-TO-BE This volume of Father to Daughter Journal
contains lined paper appropriate for journal entries and specially designed for dads
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to put thoughts and feelings onto paper meant for their daughters. It is part of a
series that comes in separate volumes with covers of different colors/designs to
match your personal preference. (NOTE: The interior of books in this series are all
exactly the same.) Each volume contains: 125 pages cream paper Trim size 6" x 9"
Good quality paper Soft, sturdy matte cover Book covers now available in
colors/designs include the following: Vol. 1 ISBN: 9781072025566 Vol. 2 ISBN:
9781072026372 Vol. 3 ISBN: 9781072026990 The books can easily be located
using the ISBN (ASIN) numbers provided. Just type (or copy & paste) the numbers
onto the Amazon search bar and you would be able to find the books.

Letters to My Daughter ( Emily ) Writing Journal
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Fiona ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Fiona or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Fiona's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.
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Letters to My Daughter ( Lea ) Writing Journal
The relationship between a mother and daughter can be influential in so many
ways. Becoming a mother is something most little girls often dream about when
they are younger. Charnell had this same dream and prayed for this very blessing.
At the age of twenty-six, her prayers were answered, and her daughter is
everything that she hoped and dreamed. Throughout the journey of raising her
daughter, Charnell has realized that there will come a time when she will no longer
be here physically with her daughter. In the world we live in today, there are so
many young mothers being taken away from their children due to illnesses or
sudden tragic events. Reading or hearing about these sad stories brought so much
pain and fear that Charnell wanted to prepare for all of the possibilities that could
occur. Therefore, Charnell decided to write short letters to her daughter. Her
daughter will have access to these letters anytime as they will serve as a constant
reminder of Mommys love. But while Charnell is still here, she hopes to teach her
daughter as much as she knows and to love her as much as she can. In these
letters, you will find love, guidance, and peace! May you pass these letters on to
your children or even create your very own!

Letters to My Son
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What follows (part dialogue, part monologue, mostly rumination) is a series of
letters I wrote to my two children, Chris(topher) Russell and Alex(andra) Sophia,
over the course of 24 years.The first letter is one I wrote to my son on his day of
birth: November 25, 1991; the last is one I wrote to my daughter leading up to her
twenty-first birthday on June 8, 2015. Some letters are missing from this
publication: they're either lost to other computers, other hard drives, other floppy
discs-or are still in storage in the Bronx. I may or may not be able to recover them
ever again.What, then, is-and was, from its genesis-the rationale for these letters?
Quite simply, a desire to recall, as accurately as possible, the physical, moral and
cognitive development of my two children year by year, and blow by blow, as they
grew from infancy to toddlerhood, and from childhood to adolescence. But why? So
that if they ever needed to, they could one day look back and understand a large
part of what made (and makes) them who they are as adults in all of their
scintillating functionality or dysfunctionality.This publication may or may not prove
to be a worthy addition-or at least a side note-to the ever-raging debate of Nature
vs. Nurture. I'm not a psychologist. I'm a writer "with a gift [or at least a head] for
fiction" (David Mamet, State and Main) to boot. And so, I must warn you: caveat
lector!That said, these letters are the verbal foundation of a truth I aspired to
establish early on with my children. What I conveyed often enough orally to my son
from the moment he could understand English-namely, "You don't lie to me; I won't
lie to you"-was never easy for either of us to embrace. And in some sense, at least,
I made my part of the bargain easier by concealing lots of difficult truths until his
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eighteenth birthday (in 2009), when I suspected he'd be better able to handle
those truths in written form.He was. And did.On that basis, and once I'd returned to
Brooklyn just short of a month ago, I decided to risk the same with Alex, and
consequently gave her all of the letters I'd addressed to her and that I could still
access.But why should anyone have any interest whatsoever in an otherwise
private correspondence between a father and his children? I can't say that anyone
will. That said, no one has ever written a series of letters to his or her children over
the course of nineteen years (if one includes those children's day of birth). At least,
not that I know of. We all think thoughts; forge memories; bond, then break bonds;
grow close, then grow apart. But too much of what occurs to a child gets lost in the
shuffle-or worse, gets suppressed, only to raise its arrogant head in some other
form(s) in adulthood.The events that first kept us together as a family unit-but then
blew us apart-were nothing I could've anticipated in my wildest dreams or
nightmares. The strategies my children and I have employed to keep us close over
the years are ones the children of estranged parents will hardly consider novel. But
the words my two children said (and sometimes wrote in e-mails) to me are some
of the kindest, most considerate-and yes, most loving-I've ever heard out of the
mouth of any child.In that sense, this collection is a gift to all parents for whom it's
not already too late. While not everyone has the free time I've had over the years,
not to mention a facility with writing candidly about family matters for future
reference. I don't know that such a facility is really all that important; I rather think
it's the gesture, the consistency, the promise made and kept.The royalties, should
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there be any, are entirely theirs-as are the responsibilities that come with
publishing a book. I will henceforth let them speak for themselves.As of this
Father's Day in 2015-just as on other Father's Days in years past-I couldn't be
happier with either of them.But that's a father speaking. Caveat emptor!

Letters to My Daughter ( Milena ) Writing Journal
This book "renders the singular arc of a woman's life through letters Mary-Louise
Parker composes to the men, real and hypothetical, who have informed the person
she is today. Beginning with the grandfather she never knew, the letters range
from a missive to the beloved priest from her childhood to remembrances of
former lovers to an homage to a firefighter she encountered to a heartfelt
communication with the uncle of the infant daughter she adopted"--

Letters to My Children
Beautiful Novelty Journal This unique journal offers parents, a unique way to send
love, support, and advice to a daughter of any age. Write down all the precious
moments memories now and read them later. Perfect gift for daughters for
birthdays, baby showers, new births, anniversaries, Christmas or simply to give as
a gift any time of the year. The pages are ready to be filled! Perfectly Sized At: 6 x
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9 So cute and small it can easily fit in your purse or backpack 120 lined pages
Premium Quality Matte Cover High-Quality Smooth White Paper

Letters to My Daughter
Use this journal to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments throughout
your son's childhood while they are still clear in your mind. Write letters to your
son on a regular basis. 6 x 9" inches Softcover Journal Book 128 Inside Pages(64
Sheets) Lined on Both Sides So cute and small it can easily fit in your purse or
backpack Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with pen, pencil, or any
writing utensil of your choice Makes the perfect gift for baby showers, 1st
birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion that is special for
celebrating your son.

Father to Daughter Journal
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Lea ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Lea or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
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journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Lea's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughter
My Baby Girl - My Lover Daughter What special messages would you want to share
with your daughter? Looking to write messages, advice, memories, and love letters
to your baby girl as she grows? Letters to my Daughter is the perfect gift from a
mother to daughter to write sweet letters to her little ones. Offers parents,
especially from mom to daughter, a unique way to send love, support, and advice
to a girl of any age. Use this journal to write love letters to your daughter and let
her know about the way you feel towards her. Makes the perfect gift for first
anniversaries, wedding gifts, birthday gifts, Valentines' Day gifts, Christmas gifts.
Notes: Please Check The Author's Family Family For More Cover Design With Same
Features Lined Notebook Features: - Size - 6" x 9" ( 15cm x 23cm ) - 100 Pages / 50
Sheets - Lined Paper - So cute and small it can easily fit in your purse or backpack Professionally Designer Cover
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Letters to My Daughter ( Liya ) Writing Journal
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( DAISY ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter DAISY or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter DAISY's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughter
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Pauline ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Pauline or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a
notebook, journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny
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moments throughout your baby daughter Pauline's childhood while they are still
clear in your mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the
perfect gift for baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any
other occasion that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120
page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughter
As a child who lost her daddy at such a young age, I don't have the pleasure of
many memories with the man I thought of as my hero. All I have left of him are
some pictures, a handful of memories, and whatever stories others who knew him
well have shared with me.I've always desperately wished I had more.When I
became a mother, I instantly felt the other side of the story. My whole life I'd only
been the child and now I was the parent. I suddenly knew what it was like to
literally wear my heart on my sleeve. To feel not only all of my own fears and
emotions, and pain. But, now I've taken on all of hers as well. This switch in
perspectives inspired me to give her something I never had. A piece of me she can
have and hold, and refer to forever. A way to give her advice and comfort. Whether
it be when she's a teenager and too scared to come ask for help or confide in me.
Or, when I'm long gone and she's a mommy herself. A way for her to get to know
me, know who I am, what is important to me. What I struggled with, what I
conquered, what I accomplished. What I failed at, what I hope for her, how much I
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believe in her. And most importantly, how so very, very much I love her. So, I've
written her letters, periodically, since the day she was born. Letters about life,
advice, stories, memories, anything I am inspired to write to her about. Something
that can not only help her, but hopefully others as well. My hope is you walk away
empowered, inspired, and plum full of love and hope, because we all need it.

Letters to My Daughter
When her 15-year-old daughter runs away from their Baton Rouge home, a guiltridden mother writes a healing letter about her own adolescence, marked by a
strict Catholic boarding school, a forbidden romance and the origins of an
enigmatic tattoo. Reprint.

Letters to My Daughter
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( BEATRICE ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful
', with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter BEATRICE or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a
notebook, journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny
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moments throughout your baby daughter BEATRICE's childhood while they are still
clear in your mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the
perfect gift for baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any
other occasion that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120
page, size: 6*9.

Calamity Jane's Letters to Her Daughter
The Letters to my daughter Journal is a timeless book of precious letters written by
you, for your child. It is the best way for your memories to stay with them forever.
It is a lovely way to write down dreams, thoughts and hopes for your child to read
in the future! Use this book to capture all of the moving, or funny moments
throughout your daughter's childhood while they are still clear in your mind. Write
personal letters and advice to your daughter on a regular basis to share memories,
love, and words of wisdom. It's a great idea to make writing letters to your kids an
annual, monthly, weekly or even a daily event! and you could write to them: On
their birthday, Before holidays, On important milestones. Letters to my daughter is
the perfect baby keepsake gift from a parent to daughter. Offers parents,
especially from mother to daughter, a unique way to send love, support, and
advice to a daughter of any age.
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Letters to My Daughter ( Aaliyah ) Writing Journal
Letters to My Daughter ( BEATRICE ) Writing Journal
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Emily ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Emily or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Emily's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughter ( Camila ) Writing Journal
Nancy Arroyo Ruffin's Letter's to My Daughter is one woman's testimony about
gender, love, family, and the importance of creating a legacy that one can be
proud of. Infused with cultural anecdotes and life lessons, Letters to My Daughter is
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an open letter to not only her daughter, but to all young people in search of selflove, pride, and identity. Letters to My Daughter is a 2014 International Latino
Book Award Finalist for Best Poetry Book - English. Winners will be announced June
2014 in Las Vegas. "Love is taught and pride is instilled. It is what we carry with us
every day of our lives."- Nancy Arroyo Ruffin

Letters to My Daughter
SHORTLISTED FOR THE ITV3 CRIME THRILLER BOOK CLUB Grandmother Ruth
Sutton writes to the man she hates more than anyone else on the planet: the man
who she believes killed her daughter Lizzie in a brutal attack four years earlier.
Ruth's burden of grief and hatred, has only grown heavier with the passing of time,
her avid desire for vengeance ever stronger. In writing to him Ruth hopes to
exorcise the corrosive emotions that are destroying her life, to find the truth and
with it release and a way forward. Whether she can ever truly forgive him is
another matter - but the letters are her last, best hope. Letters To My Daughter's
Killer exposes the aftermath of violent crime for an ordinary family and explores
fundamental questions of crime and punishment. How do we deal with the very
human desire for revenge? If we get justice does reconciliation follow? Can we
really forgive those who do us the gravest wrong? Could you?
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Letters to My Daughters
This book of twelve prompted letters invites parents to share memories, love, and
words of wisdom with a son of any age. Once filled out, postdated, and sealed,
these letters will become a truly special keepsake.

Of Thee I Sing
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Katharina ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful
', with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Katharina or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a
notebook, journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny
moments throughout your baby daughter Katharina's childhood while they are still
clear in your mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the
perfect gift for baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any
other occasion that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120
page, size: 6*9.

Dear Daughter
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Looking to write thoughtful messages, advice, memories, and love letters to your
baby girl as she grows?Letters to my Daughter is the perfect baby keepsake gift
from a mother to daughter to write sweet letters to her little ones. Offers parents,
especially from mom to daughter, a unique way to send love, support, and advice
to a girl of any age.Use this lined journal book to capture all of the moving, proud
or funny moments throughout your daughters childhood while they are still clear in
your mind. Write a personal letter to your daughter on a regular basis to share
memories, love, and words of wisdom.One idea is to make writing a letter to your
daughter an annual tradition where you write a letter every year on her birthday.
Or write your thoughts for your baby girl on a regular basis as you watch her
grow.Makes the perfect, personal gift for any parent, baby shower gifts, 1st
birthday gifts, new births, birthday party gifts, a mom to be gift, or any other
occasion that is special for celebrating your daughter.What special messages
would you want to share with your baby daughter?JOURNAL FEATURES: * 6"×9"
Softcover Journal Cover * Lined pages in the interior * Can be used as a personal
diary, writing journal, or to record your personal thoughts, goals, and things to
remember. * A convenient and perfect size to easily fit in your purse or backpack. *
Features the words "Letters to my Daughter" on the elegant cover. * Makes the
perfect, personal gift for any parent, baby shower gifts, 1st birthday gifts, new
births, birthday party gifts, a mom to be gift, or any other occasion that is special
for celebrating your daughter.
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Letters to My Daughter ( Pauline ) Writing Journal
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Liya ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Liya or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a notebook,
journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny moments
throughout your baby daughter Liya's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the perfect gift for
baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any other occasion
that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120 page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughter ( DAISY ) Writing Journal
Creative notebook / journal simply beautifully & professionally designed with
customized female baby name ( Aaliyah ): ' Mommy, tell me something beautiful ',
with beautiful and soft green and white colors. All the elements in this journal /
notebook are customizely hand-made. This will be another perfect gift for your
daughter Aaliyah or your loved ones for all time. You can have it use as a
notebook, journal or composition book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny
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moments throughout your baby daughter Aaliyah's childhood while they are still
clear in your mind. Write letters to your daughter on a regular basis. Makes the
perfect gift for baby showers, 1st birthdays, new births, birthday parties, or any
other occasion that is special for celebrating your daughter. Under 10 Dollars.120
page, size: 6*9.

Letters to My Daughter ( Katharina ) Writing Journal
Emmalyn Baby Journal Letters to My Daughter
Barbara Rainey Offers Sage Advice on the Art of Being a Wife Radio personality
and bestselling author Barbara Rainey knows firsthand the challenges newly
married couples face. Dismayed by Hollywood depictions of marriage and the
seemingly easy solution of divorce, she sees a desperate need for a voice of
experience, a mentor who has been there and understands--and can encourage,
coach, and care. As her daughters began their married lives, Barbara wanted to
share with them, and now you, some of the lessons learned throughout her own
marriage as well as those gleaned from years of ministry to couples. In these
heartfelt, insightful letters, she answers the tough questions and addresses the
realities of marriage. Through personal stories--including her own mistakes--and
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practical advice, Barbara provides the tools and direction to help you become a
godly wife and determine your part in achieving a better marriage.

Letter To My Daughter
Use this journal to capture your thoughts during all the meaningful, moving, proud
and funny moments in the early years of your daughters life. This gives mothers a
unique way to send love, support and advice and makes a perfect gift for their
daughter to read when they have grown up.

Letters to My Daughter: Beautiful Novelty Writing Journal,
Mother to Daughter Journal Gift Diary Book to Write In, Cute
Pink
♥ A lovely way to write down dreams, thoughts and hopes for your child to read in
the future! ♥ A blank line journal to write thoughtful messages, advice, memories,
and love letters to your baby girl as she grows. Letters to my Daughter is the
perfect baby keepsake gift from a mother to daughter to write sweet letters to her
little ones. Use this lined journal book to capture all of the moving, proud or funny
moments throughout your daughter's childhood while they are still clear in your
mind. Write a personal letter to your daughter on a regular basis to share
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memories, love, and words of wisdom. 150 inside pages Size 6"×9" Softcover Lined
pages in the interior Elegant pink fabric and floral vintage cover. A convenient and
perfect size to easily fit in your purse or backpack. Makes the perfect, personal gift
for any parent, baby shower gifts, 1st birthday gifts, new births, birthday party
gifts, a new parent and then in turn a lovely gift for their child when they are old
enough to appreciate!

Letters to My Daughter As I Watch You Grow Up
Have you ever written a letter to your Daughter? This "Letters to my Daughter"
style Journal allows you to sit down and write a personal letter to one of the most
important people in the word, your Daughter. Treat this book as your personal
communication/memory book with your Daughter. Have a real open and honest
conversation with her, you can write anything you like, maybe you would like to
thank her for the things she has done for you or perhaps fill it with special
memories of great times shared. Perhaps you have never told your Daughter just
how much you love her; this journal can be a special place to write all those unsaid
words. Why not fill out this "letters to my Daughter" journal and give it to her as a
gift for a special occasion. What a surprise it would be! Once it is filled with words
and love surprise your Daughter with what will be her favourite gift ever.
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